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SYSTEMAND METHOD FOR DYNAMIC 
ONLINE ADVERTISEMENT CREATION AND 

MANAGEMENT 

RELATED APPLICATION DATA 

0001. The present application is a continuation of and 
claims priority to U.S. patent application Ser. No. 1 1/896, 
806, filed Sep. 6, 2007, entitled “SYSTEMAND METHOD 
FOR DYNAMIC ONLINE ADVERTISEMENT CRE 
ATION AND MANAGEMENT, which claims the benefit of 
and is a nonprovisional of U.S. Provisional Application No. 
60/824,650, filed on Sep. 6, 2006, entitled “DYNAMI 
CALLY GENERATED BANNER ADS AND LANDING 
PAGES, both of which are incorporated herein by reference 
in their entirety for all purposes. 

FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE 

0002 The present disclosure relates to providing mes 
sages such as advertisements with variable sets of compo 
nents, and to monitoring, testing, and recording the results of 
such delivery. 

BACKGROUND 

0003 Advertisements or other messages shown on the 
Internet, commonly but not exclusively “banner ads', are 
typically created by an advertiser and provided to an adver 
tiser server (“ad server') as a whole unit. The advertiser server 
is typically a physically and commercially separate entity 
which cooperates with another typically distinct party, an 
on-line publisher or web-site operator, Such as a search 
engine, newspaper, or web log (“blog”) to place advertise 
ments in the web-site operated by the distinct party, to be 
displayed to a viewer. In such systems, the advertiser creating 
and providing the advertisement does not have the ability to 
easily alter the advertisement once provided to the advertiser 
server, or to dynamically alter the advertisement, or to obtain 
feedback based on a large number of different advertise 
mentS. 

SUMMARY 

0004. A method and system may in response to a request 
for advertisement components stored at a server, select a 
Subset of advertisement components, and transmit the adver 
tisement components to a client. The client may, for example 
insert the components into an advertisement in order to, for 
example, display an advertisement that is custom made for 
the particular client, or includes a random selection of com 
ponents, or is an advertisement with components assembled 
for a different reason. 
0005. In one embodiment, a method or system may store at 
a first server a plurality of advertisement components or other 
variables or components, receive a client a request for com 
ponents, based on the request, select at the server among the 
components a Subset of components, and transmit the com 
ponents to the client for assembly into an advertisement. On 
a viewer indication, the viewer may be redirected from the 
advertisement to a web page such as a landing page, where the 
client is the computer of a viewer. The server may receive a 
request for advertisement components from the landing page, 
and at the server, advertisement components may be served to 
the landing page. The client may be the computer of a viewer. 
The advertisement components may be assembled into an 
advertisement by the computer of a viewer of the advertise 
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ment. The selecting may be performed according to a set of 
rules. The selecting may be performed according to a set of 
rules, the rules accepting as input information unrelated to a 
viewer. The server may receive from an advertisera request to 
change an advertisement component. The advertisement may 
include sections, and for each section a set or plurality of 
components may be selected to comprise the section. The 
second server may provide the advertisement to an advertise 
ment viewer. 
0006. In one embodiment, a method or system may create 
at a server a set or plurality of advertisements or other mes 
sages, each advertisement including a combination advertise 
ment components or variables, where creating an advertise 
ment may include an advertisement at a viewer terminal 
remote from the server requesting components from a server. 
The server may present each advertisement at a viewer ter 
minal to one of a set or plurality of advertisement viewers, and 
record the success of each of the advertisements. 
0007. The server may determine a set of most successful 
combinations of components and, after a test period, upon a 
request for components from an advertisement, serve one of 
the set of most successful combinations to for example an 
advertisement. The server may generate a plurality of sets of 
advertisement components, each set of components creating 
a different advertisement when assembled in an advertise 
ment. The server may create an advertisement by accepting a 
request for advertisement components from an advertise 
ment, and in response transmit the components to an adver 
tisement. 

0008. In one embodiment, a method or system may access 
a series of rules, the rules associated with a message to be 
presented to a remote viewer, and based on the rules, transmit 
a set of components of the message, wherein the components 
are used by the message to produce a display for a viewer. For 
each message, the server may record the Success of the mes 
sage. Each message may be for example an advertisement, or 
another type of message. Input to the rules may include for 
example information on a viewer of the message. 
0009. In one embodiment, a method or system may 
receive a first client a request for message components from a 
first client; based on the first request, select among the com 
ponents a Subset of components; transmit the advertisement 
components to the first client; receive a second client a 
request for message components from a second client; based 
on the second request, select among the components a Subset 
of components; and transmit the components to a second 
client; wherein the first client is a website that redirects a 
viewer to the second client, and wherein which components 
are sent to the second client are based on which components 
are sent to the first client. The first client may include an 
advertisement into which the advertisement components are 
inserted. The first client may redirect a viewer to the second 
client, and the first client may provide an indication of com 
ponents to the second client for the second client to request. 
0010. In one embodiment, a method or system may 
receive a request from a remote advertisement for compo 
nents; based on the output of a set of rules, select at the server 
a combination of advertisement components, the input to the 
rules comprising information related to one or more factors 
selected from the group consisting of information on the 
product which is the subject of the advertisement; the date: 
and the season; transmit the advertisement components to the 
remote advertisement; at the remote advertisement, display 
an advertisement comprising the combination of advertise 
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ment components. The method or system may, on a viewer 
indication, redirect a viewer from the advertisement to a web 
page; receive a request for components from the web page; 
and at the server, serve components to the landing page based 
on the combination of components served to the advertise 
ment. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0011. The present invention will be understood and appre 
ciated more fully from the following detailed description 
taken in conjunction with the drawings in which: 
0012 FIG. 1 depicts a system according to one embodi 
ment of the invention; 
0013 FIG. 2 is a flowchart describing a method according 

to one embodiment of the present invention; 
0014 FIG.3 is a flowchart describing a method according 
to one embodiment of the present invention; and 
0015 FIG. 4 is a flowchart describing a method according 

to one embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0016. In the following description, various aspects of the 
present systems and methods will be described. For purposes 
of explanation, specific configurations and details are set 
forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of the 
present invention. However, it will also be apparent to one 
skilled in the art that the present invention may be practiced 
without the specific details presented herein. Furthermore, 
well-known features may be omitted or simplified in order not 
to obscure the present invention. 
0017. The processes presented herein are not inherently 
related to any particular computer or other apparatus, or to a 
specific network. While the Internet is discussed herein as 
being a network allowing various components to communi 
cate, additional or other networks may be used. Various gen 
eral-purpose systems may be used with programs in accor 
dance with the teachings herein, or it may prove convenient to 
construct a more specialized apparatus to perform embodi 
ments of a method according to embodiments of the present 
invention. Embodiments of a structure for a variety of these 
systems appear from the description herein. In addition, 
embodiments of the present invention are not described with 
reference to any particular programming language. It will be 
appreciated that a variety of programming languages may be 
used to implement the teachings of the invention as described 
herein. 
0018. Unless specifically stated otherwise, as apparent 
from the discussions herein, it is appreciated that throughout 
the specification discussions utilizing data processing or 
manipulation terms such as “processing”, “computing”, “cal 
culating”, “determining, or the like, typically refer to the 
action and/or processes of a computer or computing system, 
or similar electronic computing device, that manipulates and/ 
or transforms data represented as physical, such as electronic, 
quantities within the computing system's registers and/or 
memories into other data similarly represented as physical 
quantities within the computing system's memories, registers 
or other such information storage, transmission or display 
devices. 
0019 Embodiments of the present systems and methods 
may allow for dynamic advertisement creation and control. 
An advertisement server, when presenting an advertisement 
on a web-site, may transmit code Such as a script to a viewers 
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computer. The code or script may be or cause the display of 
the advertisement, and may request pieces or components of 
an advertisement (which may be termed or represented as 
“variables') from for example an advertisement creation 
server. The advertisement creation server may store, for the 
different portions of an advertisement, different components 
that may be inserted in the various portions. 
0020. The pieces or components may be pre-defined or 
pre-set, and possibly created by a user. 
0021 A portion of a message or advertisement may be for 
example a section of an advertisement, where the various 
portions may overlap with one another. A portion may be a 
separate and distinct section of an advertisement, Such as a 
headline, a background, a description, and portions may over 
lap with and hide other portions. For example, a portion of an 
advertisement may a banner or headline, a background, a 
foreground animation, a price, a product description, a prod 
uct picture, etc. However, a portion may include, for example, 
a general characteristic that may affect or be expressed in 
another component; for example a portion may be a color 
expressed in other visible portions. For each portion or some 
portions, the advertisement creation server may store mul 
tiple elements or components. For example, multiple head 
lines, multiple backgrounds, and multiple product pictures 
may be stored. 
0022. In one embodiment, an advertisement containing a 
Script or other executable code, for example being executed 
on a website being viewed by a viewer, may request adver 
tisement components from an advertisement creation server, 
and when receiving the components may combine the com 
ponents into a completed advertisement and display the 
advertisement to an end viewer. 

0023 Embodiments of the present invention may allow 
for advertisements to be selected by or changed by an auto 
matic process, based on for example a set of rules. For 
example, a rule may select one variable, piece or component 
over another component, or one combination of multiple 
components over other combinations or permutations, based 
on inputs or other data. For example, such inputs may include 
the weather, the time, date, or season, the location or identity 
(if known) of the intended viewer, a status of or information 
on the product or service being offered or which is the subject 
of the message (such as Stock remaining, number of units 
sold, a rate of sale, in which regions or cities units are being 
sold, or other product information), or other data. For 
example, based on the selections of the advertisement cre 
ation server, a viewer viewing an advertisement on a website 
may view “Less than 10 items now in stock” if the input to a 
rule indicates that less than 10 items are now in stock. A 
viewer viewing an advertisement may view "Gear Up for the 
Summer Season’ if the input to a rule indicates that the month 
is April or May. 
0024. Embodiments of the present invention may allow 
for messages or advertisements to be changed quickly and 
easily by an advertiser or user, in addition to or separate from 
a set of rules. For example, a user may alter, change, Swap, or 
replace elements or components while an advertising cam 
paign is running, and thus while components are being 
selected for advertisements. Thus in some embodiments a 
user may easily and quickly alter an advertisement or adver 
tising campaign by altering or replacing one, some, or all 
components of an advertisement. Advertisements need not be 
static. In some embodiments the use of a compiler, or the 
cooperation of a professional advertisement creation service, 
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may not be needed, speeding and simplifying the process of 
creating or changing an advertisement. 
0025. While messages served to viewers herein are dis 
cussed as advertisements, other forms of messages, 
announcements, or information to be sent to viewers may be 
created and transmitted in accordance with the methods and 
systems discussed herein. 
0026. Embodiments of the present invention may allow 
for feedback from advertisements to be automatically col 
lected, and for different combinations of advertising compo 
nents to be automatically tested. 
0027. For example, in one embodiment, an automatic pro 
cess may create different advertisements containing combi 
nations of components, send these advertisements to an 
advertisement server when advertisements are requested, and 
record the Success of each specific combination of compo 
nents. Success of an advertisement may be defined as, for 
example, rate or percentage of impressions resulting in click 
throughs, rate or percentage of impressions resulting in con 
versions or purchases, or other Suitable measures. The various 
combination or permutations may be, for example, every 
permutation of the components possible. For example, if 
there are three different portions of an advertisement (e.g., 
background color, headline, and video), each with three dif 
ferent variables or components, there are 27 different possible 
combinations. Other ways of making combinations are pos 
sible: for example certain components may not be suitable for 
use with other components, and therefore with the previous 
example, a lower number of advertisements may be practi 
cally produced. Each of these advertisements or combina 
tions may be presented to a large number of viewers, possibly 
randomly, and the results for each tracked. The positive effect 
or result of each component, of certain sub-combinations of 
components, or entire advertisements, may be tracked. 
0028 System Architecture According to One Embodi 
ment 

0029 FIG. 1 depicts a system according to one embodi 
ment of the invention. System 1 may include advertisement 
creation server 100, for creating and providing advertisement 
or message or announcement characteristics, variables ele 
ments, pieces, or components 122, advertisement server 200, 
for managing and placing advertisements, typically in coop 
eration with a content provider web server 300, which may 
provide content such as a website, Internet publication, blog, 
or other content, a viewer terminal 400, which may allow an 
end-viewer to view a website or content including advertise 
ments and a user terminal 450, which may for example allow 
a user Such as an advertiser to create and manage advertise 
mentS. 

0030 Viewer terminal 400 may include user information 
412. Such as a "cookie' or other data structure, storing infor 
mation on a viewer. User information 412 may be structured 
so it communicates only with for example server 100, and 
may include, for example a user identification which cannot 
uniquely identify the actual viewer, such as a hashed identifier 
string. User information 412 may identify the viewer to the 
server 100 or other servers, so that server 100 can identify the 
viewer, possibly in an "anonymous' manner. In one embodi 
ment, no "personal information on a user is stored at server 
100. In some embodiments, advertisements or messages may 
be tailored based on information utterly unrelated to the 
viewer, such as the time, the season, the weather, information 
specific to a product (e.g., how many products in Stock), or 
other information. 
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0031. Servers 100, 200 and 300 and terminals 400 and 450 
may communicate via one or more networks, such as for 
example the Internet 20. While only one each of servers 100, 
200 and 300 and terminals 400 and 450 is depicted, servers 
100, 200 and 300 may serve multiple viewer or user terminals 
(not shown), and advertisement creation server 100 may serve 
multiple other entities (not shown). For example, advertise 
ment creation server may, at the same time, distribute adver 
tisement components for multiple advertisement campaigns, 
each campaign simultaneously providing numerous adver 
tisements to different viewers. 

0032 Each of advertisement creation server 100, adver 
tisement server 200, web server 300, and terminals 400 and 
450 may include Standard components such as for example 
one or more controllers or processors 10 (e.g., a controller, 
central processing unit, microcontroller, other device, or 
combination of devices), memories 20, long-term storage 
units 30 (e.g., hard disk drives, removable memories such as 
“disk-on-key' units, or other units), and monitors 40. Each 
processor 10, memory 20, storage unit 30 and monitor 40 may 
differ when implemented within servers 100, 200, 300 and 
terminals 400 and 450. The various components may have 
vastly different scales: servers 100, 200 and 300 may com 
prise numerous different computers or mainframes, across 
one or more sites, and viewer terminal may be, for example, 
a personal computer (PC), workstation, personal digital assis 
tant (PDA), cellular telephone, or other personal computing 
device. Advertisement creation server 100 may include a rule 
processor or rule engine 102, which may execute rules to 
determine which advertisement components to place in an 
advertisement, and which for example may be or include a 
Software package or code that is executed on processor 10 of 
server 100, or which may be a separate physical processor 
from processor 10 of server 100. 
0033. In some embodiments rules are used to perform 
certain functions such as distributing multiple permutations 
of advertisements and determining which components to 
transmit. In other embodiments rules need not be used. 

0034). Each of advertisement creation server 100, adver 
tisement server 200, web server 300, and terminals 400 and 
450 may include components such as databases, input-output 
modules, and network interfaces. For example advertisement 
server 200 may include database 210 including for example 
advertisements, customer information, and billing informa 
tion. Advertisement creation server 100 may include for 
example rules database 110, including one or more sets of 
rules 112 (each advertisement may have a different associated 
set of rules) for deciding which variables or advertisement 
components 122 should be placed in messages or advertise 
ments, messages, announcements, or other viewer informa 
tion, and advertisement component database 120, for storing 
components 122 for advertisements. Databases may be stored 
for example in memories 20, long-term storage units 30, or 
other units. Other databases may be used. While in one 
embodiment each advertisement is associated with or uses a 
particular or unique set of rules, in other embodiments a rule 
may be associated with or used by more than one advertise 
ment. 

0035 Viewer terminal 400 may allow a viewer to view for 
example a website 310 using a viewing program 410 Such as 
a web browser. The website 310 may be provided by the web 
server 300. For example, web server 300 may, via known 
methods, generate a blog, an online version of a newspaper, or 
other content, and provide the content to viewer terminal 400 
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to be displayed on viewing program 410. Website 310 may 
display messages such as advertisement 312 (when used 
herein, the visual display and code causing the visual display 
of advertisement 312 may both be referred to by reference 
numeral 312). 
0036 User terminal 450 may allow a user such as an 
advertiser, an advertisement agency, or a business to create 
and manage advertisements, rules related to advertisements, 
or advertisement campaigns, for example using a viewing 
program 460 such as a web browser, displaying a website 452 
provided by server 100. The website 452 may be provided for 
example via advertisement creation server 100. For example, 
advertisement creation server 100 may, via known methods, 
generate a user interface to be presented via website 452 on 
user terminal 450. The user interface on website 452 may 
allow a user to interface with data structures and software on 
advertisement creation server 100 or other entities to create 
advertisement components 122, manage and create rules 
assembling the components 122 into advertisements, and per 
form other functions such as testing, etc. 
0037. In one embodiment the entity that controls the serv 
ing of advertisements to web-pages viewed by viewers, e.g., 
advertisement server 200, is physically and commercially 
separate from the entity that provides components to fill 
advertisements, e.g. advertisement creation server 100, and 
both such servers are physically remote from the advertise 
ment (including code) which is executed by a viewer terminal 
and which receives components and uses them to present an 
advertisement to a viewer. However, in other embodiments 
Such functions may be combined in one server. 
0038 
0039 Web server 300 may call on advertisement server 
200 to present advertisements within the website 310 pro 
vided on the viewer terminal. Advertisement server 200 may 
for example manage an advertising campaign, sell advertise 
ment space to third parties on websites such as those gener 
ated by web server 300, and provide advertisements to web 
sites. Advertisement server 200 may insert advertisements 
such as advertisement 312 in website 310. In one embodiment 
an advertisement 312 may include executable code Such as a 
Script in the Actionscript"Mlanguage, or another language or 
combination of languages, which when executed may 
assemble and present an advertisement using components 
122 provided by advertisement creation server 100. 
0040 Typically, the various servers are physically and 
commercially distinct. However, the physical divisions and 
divisions in functionality between the various servers and 
entities discussed herein are provided as examples only, and 
other arrangements of functions are encompassed by the 
invention. For example, an advertisement server separate 
from an advertisement server need not be used. Furthermore, 
while “advertisement server” and “advertisement creation 
server” are used herein, messages may be created and man 
aged by servers not termed “advertisement servers. While 
business conventions commonly have an advertisement 
server separate from a web server, the functionality of both 
may be different than described herein, and may be com 
bined. A website 310 may not function separately from adver 
tisement 312 but rather may be one unit, in accordance with 
Some embodiments of the invention. 

0041 Possibly in response to a request, advertisement 
server 200 may transmit an advertisement 312 to the code for 
website 310 being executed on viewer terminal 400. 

System Functions According to One Embodiment 
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0042 Advertisement 312 may include executable code, 
Such as a script in the Actionscript'TM language, or another 
language or combination of languages, which is sent to the 
web page operating on or being executed by. Viewing pro 
gram 460 (e.g., a web browser). In one embodiment, adver 
tisement 312 may include code or Script in a layer that con 
trols communication between the advertisement 312 and the 
advertisement creation server 100, and which in addition 
controls other layers or objects in the advertisement 312, to 
request, accept, and display advertisement components 
within the advertisement. 
0043 Advertisement 312, when executed, may produce a 
visual advertisement within the visual display produced by 
website 310. Website 310 and advertisement 312 may pro 
duce one unified visual impression, such as that of a newspa 
per with an advertisement, in accordance with known meth 
ods. When discussed herein, advertisement 312 executing a 
function indicates that the code or Script producing the visual 
and audio impression is executing a function. 
0044 Clicking on advertisement 312 may cause the view 
ing program 410 to be redirected to another Internet website, 
Such as a destination page or a landing page 313, which is 
displayed on monitor 40. In some embodiments, landing page 
313 may include code and functionality allowing it to display 
components or variables in a manner similar to that of the 
advertisement 312. 
0045 Advertisement 312 may request advertising vari 
ables or components 122 from for example advertisement 
creation server 100, or from another entity. This request, and 
other advertisement 312 functionality, may for example arise 
when code or a script in advertisement 312 is executed on a 
viewer terminal 400. Advertisement creation server 100, 
using methods discussed herein, may provide one or more 
advertisement components 122 to advertisement 312. Adver 
tisement 312 may assemble the components 122 and may 
present an advertisement within website 310, to the viewer. 
While typically a number of components may be requested, in 
Some embodiments only one component may be selected. 
Furthermore, components 122 may be integrated with graphi 
cal, audio, or other advertisement portions stored perma 
nently within an advertisement 312 (e.g., only some portions 
of an advertisement may be provided by server 100). 
0046. In one embodiment, advertisement 312 itself is not 
complete until a server presents it with variables or compo 
nents. E.g., advertisement 312 may be considered to be a 
program or Script which is to create a visual advertisement 
after receiving variables or components to display, and pos 
sibly including default components. 
0047 Advertisement 312 may function as a traditional 
Internet based advertisement. For example, a viewer may 
click on or otherwise interact with advertisement 312 on order 
to respond to an offer, and may be redirected to another 
website such as for example landing page 313. Advertisement 
312 may communicate with advertisement server 200 or 
advertisement creation server 100, for example transmitting 
viewer feedback, or reporting on viewer actions (e.g., click 
throughs, purchases, etc.). An advertisement may include 
default or placeholder components, to be displayed if no 
components are received, or Successfully received, for certain 
portions, and also may display certain components without 
consulting with an advertisement creation server. 
0048. After a viewer clicks or otherwise indicates on a 
message or advertisement, the user may be redirected to 
another Internet website, such as a destination page or a 
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landing page. In some embodiments, the landing page may 
include code and functionality allowing it to display compo 
nents or variables in a manner similar to that of the advertise 
ment. Further, the specific variables that were displayed on 
the advertisement may themselves be displayed on the land 
ing page, or may have analogues or partner components dis 
played on the landing page. 
0049. For example, a viewer may view an advertisement 
tailored according to the season and including a headline 
noting "20 percent reduction on hats.” The viewer may click 
on the advertisement and be redirected to a landing page 
which similarly notes “20 percent reduction on hats.” The 
landing page may have or may be operated by the execution of 
code similar to that described herein with respect to adver 
tisements or messages which may request from a server com 
ponents; thus when used herein a landing page may be a 
message. The advertisement may pass information to the 
landing page indicating which variables were served to the 
advertisement: for example, a set of variable or component 
identifications, or for example an advertisement identifica 
tion. The landing page may request from a server, Such as 
advertisement creation server 100, the specific components 
indicated by the advertisement. or may for example pass an 
advertisement identification to the server. 

0050. The server may serve to the landing page the vari 
ables or components sent to the advertisements, or, alter 
nately, analogues. Analogues of components or variables may 
be other components or variables with content that is different 
but complimentary to the components or variables. For 
example, component 222 may include “Pool party Saturday” 
in a format Suited to a banner advertisement, and analogue 
component 222 may include “Pool party Saturday” in a for 
mat Suited to a particular landing page. 
0051 Which variables or components are sent to the land 
ing page may be based on which components were sent to the 
message or advertisement. The server may identify the com 
ponents to be sent to the landing page by, for example, an 
advertisement identification, or identification of specific 
components, possibly in combination with a lookup in a 
database at the server. The advertisement, when it redirects a 
viewer to the landing page, may provide an indication of 
components to request. 
0052. The landing page may include code or script as 
described above with respect to messages or advertisements. 
0053 
0054. A user wishing to create and place advertisements 
may create advertisements. The user, using for example a user 
terminal 450, may communicate with advertisement creation 
server 100 to create or modify advertisement components 122 
or rules 112, using known graphic, video, and audio creation 
tools. 

0055 For example, a user may define (using, for example, 
the user interface on website 452) an advertisement and 
define a number of advertisement sections or portions (e.g., 
title, offer detail text, background design, product graphic, 
background music, animation element with audio). For each 
section or portion, the user may create one or more graphic, 
text, audio, or video advertisement components 122, and map 
the component to a portion. In one embodiment, an advertise 
ment component 122 may be assigned to one portion of an 
advertisement; in alternate embodiments, a component may 
be assigned to more than one portion. The user interface 
provide by server 100 may allow, for example, editing of 
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advertisements and viewing (e.g., preview) of advertisements 
as collections of selected advertisement components. 
0056. In one embodiment, one or more of the following 
data items are associated with an advertisement component 
122 on server 100 (e.g., in component database 120): a com 
ponent identifier, a component name (e.g., a human readable 
label), the section orportion of the advertisement it is relevant 
to (e.g., a mapping to a portion or to an advertisement), which 
advertisement it is relevant to (e.g., an advertisement ID, oran 
advertisement campaignID), content (e.g., jpg, color choice, 
HTML code creating a banner, audio, etc.), and its “type' 
(e.g., audio, text, graphic, background color). Other data 
items may be associated with or define an advertisement or 
message component. 
0057 The user may use the user interface on website 452 
to define one or more rules 112. Rules 112 may beformulated 
in, for example, C++ in combination with PHP and SQL, but 
other languages or combinations or languages may be used. 
Rules 112 may be stored for example in rules database 110. 
0.058 A user may also insert into an advertisement other 
elements such as a destination to go to if a user clicks on a 
certain element, and static elements that are not changed by 
selection of components by advertisement creation server 
100. Such static elements may be stored in the code or script 
defining an advertisement 312, rather than being stored in and 
provided by server 100. 
0059. The finalized advertisement may include a script or 
code. Such as Actionscript'TM or other Suitable languages, and 
possibly data such as links, graphics, audio or video data 
addresses, etc. A user may, using for example a user terminal 
450 and the user interface on website 452, alter advertisement 
components 122 and/or rules 112. In some embodiments, this 
may be done easily and dynamically. For example, a user 
may, whilean advertisement campaign is ongoing (e.g., while 
advertisement creation server 100 is distributing advertise 
ment components to form advertisements) alter rules or 
advertisement components, effectively altering the ultimate 
advertisements that are seen by viewers, with possibly imme 
diate effect, without, for example using a professional 
designer, a compiler, or another complex tool. Such alter 
ations may be performed by, for example, creating or altering 
components or rules, and Swapping the rules or components 
with existing rules or components. Other methods of altering 
advertisements may be used. 
0060 Rule Based Decisions for Advertisement Compo 
nents 

0061 Rules 112 may for example, based on input to the 
rule or not, determine the choice of one or more advertisement 
components. For example, a rule 112 may determine the 
choice of a headline or announcement component from 
among a number of different components based on a random 
choice, based on the last component chosen for a certain 
portion, or other “non-external' information. Such informa 
tion may be stored in the rule, for example to force a scroll 
through all such components assigned to a particular adver 
tisement portion, or may be stored elsewhere in server 100. A 
rule 112 may determine the choice of a price announcement 
component from among a number of different Such compo 
nents for a price portion based on for example input from a 
supplier or advertiser of the number of items left in stock, 
based on the predicted temperature for a region, based on the 
season or date, or other external information. Such external 
information may be stored in the rule or elsewhere in server 
100. Such external information may be obtained at the time 
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that the rule is executed by for example a rule engine or 
processor 102, or may be stored within for example memory 
of server 100, or may be updated periodically, or may be 
gathered by other methods. For example, when a rule decid 
ing which product description to use based on the weather is 
executed, the weather may be queried from, for example, an 
Internet website. As another non-limiting example, when a 
rule is executed which decides which language to use based 
on, for example, a customer identification or a customer geo 
graphic location, such information may have been sent to 
server 100 by the advertisement, or the advertisement may be 
queried. 
0062 One rule 112 may affect the choice of components 
for multiple sections or portions of an advertisement. 
0063) Non-limiting examples of input to rules resulting in 
rule decisions or components being served are, for example: 
impression/view (e.g., how many times a viewer has seen a 
particular advertisement); click (e.g., whether or not a viewer 
has clicked-through previously); page view; conversion/ac 
tion having taken place; season, day of week, date or time; 
time Zone of the viewer, language (e.g., from a browser set 
ting). 
0064 Rules 112 may be stored for example in rules data 
base 110 and executed by for example processor 10 and/or 
rule processor or rule engine 102 in advertisement creation 
server 100. Each of rules 112 may for example, determine the 
choice of one or more advertisement components. 
0065. In one embodiment, a user may create a rule using 
an interface. The user may, for example, select the input or 
type of data the user wants to act upon. Based on the data type, 
the appropriate logical operators may appear. For example if 
the data type is “Impression, the operators may include <, >, 
between, and in the range of. The user then may choose the 
component or variable or sets of components or variables to 
display when that condition is met. 
0066 Rules can be stacked or ordered; for example a first 
rule can determine which other rules will be executed. In one 
embodiment, there must be a default rule that applies if none 
of the previous conditions are met; however, other embodi 
ments need not include this feature. Rules may apply to 
groups of views, e.g., apply to specific users, identified for 
example by cookies. The views may be anonymous, in that, 
for example, the real identity of the viewer cannot be deter 
mined from the identification information provided to the 
server. Rules may apply across all viewers, e.g., without 
regard to the identity of the viewer. 
0067 Examples of two rules appear below. In other 
embodiments, rules may take other forms. 
0068. The following example rule may perform 
sequenced messaging based on the actions of groups of view 
ers. In the following rules variables (e.g., advertisement com 
ponents) are sent (e.g., served) to advertisements. The follow 
ing rule may be applied to each unique viewer, for example 
identified by a cookie or other identifier. The first line may be 
a question answered by the creator of a rule, determining if the 
rule operates only on unique viewers or is to operate on all 
viewers; other methods of implementing Such functionality 
may be used. 

Apply message sequencing to each unique cookie: YES 
1 - IF Site=examplesiteone.com AND Placement=homepage THEN 
2 - IF landing page view=1 AND action=0 THEN SERVE variables 
999,111.222 
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-continued 

3 - IF click >=1 THEN SERVE variables 090,878,656 send components 
090,878,656 to advertisement 
4 - IF impression < 3 AND click=0 THEN SERVE variables 121,345,567 
5 - IF impression >= 3 AND click=0 AND last impression< 30 days 
THEN SERVE variables 987,654,321 
6-ELSE serve variables333,444,555 

0069. The following example rule may sequence messag 
ing based on the date, applying to all groups of viewers, e.g., 
apply to each viewer regardless of identity. 

Apply message sequencing to each unique cookie: NO 
1 - IF today's date is between June 15 2007 and June 27 2007 THEN 
SERVE variables=777,111.222 
2 - IF today's date is June 28 2007 THEN SERVE variables 777,111,223 
3 - IF today's date is June 29 2007 THEN SERVE variables 777,111,224 
4 - ELSE serve variables 777,111,225 

(0070. Other formats for rules may be used. 
0071 Testing and Advertisement Feedback 
0072. In some embodiments, a message or advertisement 
may provide feedback, user information, or other information 
to for example advertisement creation server 100 or adver 
tisement server 200. In some embodiments, an advertisement 
creation server, possibly using rules or a rules engine, may 
create abroad sample of advertisements for distribution. Such 
“test” advertisements may, for example provide feedback for 
use in automatic or user-controlled adjustment or alterations 
of advertisements. As with other features discussed herein, 
feedback and testing may or may not be used in the same 
embodiment. 
0073. In one embodiment, advertisement creation server 
100, possibly using rule engine or processor 102, may create 
a set of different advertisements containing combinations of 
components. These sets of components may be created as 
requested by advertisements. Server 100 may store which 
permutations or combinations have been used, so that the 
“next in a sequence, or different combinations, may be 
served for each sequential advertisement request. Other 
methods of ensuring different advertisements are sent may be 
used; for example the combinations may be random. 
0074 For example, if there are N different sections or 
portions of an advertisement, each with M different compo 
nents, there are MN (M to the power of N) different possible 
combinations. If certain components can only be used with 
other components, or cannot be used with certain compo 
nents, less than MN combinations may be created. Each time 
an advertisement queries server 100 for a set of advertisement 
components, the server may create a different set of compo 
nents and serve them to the advertisement. Since, in a typical 
advertisement campaign or test, many more than MN view 
ers will have advertisements loaded to their terminals and 
cause advertisement requests, the MN combinations are 
likely to repeat across different viewers. 
0075. In one embodiment, a process may ask questions to 
the user (e.g., in a wizard format) to for example reduce the 
total number of combinations to be tested in order to reach a 
valid result. For example, if an advertisement has 4 sections 
with 3 variables/versions/components each, a full factorial 
test includes 81 combinations which are generated and then 
shown to viewers. A large sample size (e.g., expressed in 
number of impressions) is needed to test that number of 
combinations. 
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0076 A user may be asked if one component or variable, 
or the components or variables in one portion or section, 
influences or interacts with another, or the components or 
variables in another section. By asking the user about the 
interaction between components or variables, a process, 
using for example known statistical methods may generate a 
fractional factorial test by for example reducing the total 
number of combinations required to obtain a valid test result. 
Testing may be more efficient for the user by for example 
reducing the number of impressions required, and saving the 
user from wasting media budgets on unnecessary test combi 
nations. Users may be given the option to override Such a 
process and for example force a full factorial test during the 
test setup process. 
0077. For example, in the case of two portions, price and 
incentive, each with two variables or possibilities, the follow 
ing combinations among others may occur: 
0078 Price-S19.99 and Incentive—none 
0079 Price-S24.99 and Incentive—free duffle bag 
0080. It is likely that these two portions have an interac 

tion. Interactions may occur for example if the effect of one 
element is dependent on another element. For example, in this 
case, the effect that a higher price may have on the perfor 
mance of a banner is likely to be dependent on whether or not 
there’s an incentive present. The effect a price increase has on 
the click-through rate may vary depending on how good the 
incentive is. In the above example, if there is an interaction, all 
four combinations may be tested. If not, less combinations 
may be tested. 
0081. If such interactions are likely to occur, special test 
ing considerations may be established to ensure the test 
results will be reliable and predictive. A process may detect 
possible interactions, and then query the user as to whether 
they agree with those possible interactions. The answers to 
those questions determine how many combinations are 
required to create a valid test. In one embodiment, the more 
interactions there are, the more combinations should be 
tested. If no elements are likely to interact with each other, a 
process may the system can automatically scale the test down 
to fewer combinations (e.g., using a fractional factorial test). 
0082. The combinations may be created, for example, by 
rules, which may store for each of the N portions which was 
the last component used, and which may cycle through all 
possible combinations, or which may randomly generate 
combinations. Information on which combinations have been 
used, where in a combination “cycle” the rule is, or other 
information, may be stored in the rule(s), or elsewhere on 
advertisement creation server 100. While in some embodi 
ments rules are used to effect functionality (e.g., distributing 
multiple permutations of advertisements; determining which 
components to serve) in other embodiments rules need not be 
used. 
0083. Other ways of making combinations are possible: 
for example certain components may not be Suitable for use 
with other components, and therefore with the previous 
example, a lower number of advertisements may be practi 
cally produced. 
0084 Each of these advertisements or combinations may 
be presented to a large number of viewers, possibly randomly, 
and the results for each tracked. 
0085 Advertisements, or another entity, may report or 
deliver feedback to a server such as advertisement creation 
server 100. Such capability may, for example be embedded in 
the script or code that is included within an advertisement. For 
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example, the script or code in an advertisement may be 
executed on a viewer terminal 400, which may cause the 
viewer terminal 400 to report, for example, if there was a 
click-through, if there was a sale, or if the viewer interacted 
with the advertisement. Such feedback may be saved for 
example at advertisement creation server 100. 
I0086. In one embodiment, a process may interact with a 
user to minimize wasteful presentation of advertisement, 
Such as, duringatesting process, serving unnecessary impres 
sions or serving combinations that have been identified as an 
underperformer. 
0087. In one embodiment, advertisement creation server 
100 may automatically alter an advertisement campaign 
based on an automatically run test. A test may determine the 
best set (wherein set may include one or more) of combina 
tions of advertisement components or variables, best possibly 
being defined by those that result in the most click-throughs, 
or conversions, or purchases, or by another criteria. After a set 
period of time, server 100 may exit a “test mode, and serve 
advertisements to viewers based only on the best set, or the 
top 'X', combinations of components. 
I0088. The time limit may for example be set by a user. For 
example, the user may define a period, e.g. a 24-hour time 
period, where a test is to run. During the 24-hour test time 
period any advertisement requesting components gets, e.g., a 
random or cycled set of components. After the 24-hour test 
time period any advertisement receives only the best combi 
nation of components, or one combination selected from 
among the best set of components. Alternately, before the 
pre-set time period is over, if server 100 determines that one 
or more combinations of components are clearly Superior to 
others; the test period may end before a user-set period has 
ended. Other methods of setting a time period or providing a 
bound for a test period may be used. 
I0089. Defining a test period with an end time (which may 
be variable based on results) may limit the number of adver 
tisements served, and thus resultinamore efficient campaign, 
reducing the serving of combinations of variables resulting in 
less Successful advertisements. A minimum number of test 
samples may be used. 
0090. A process may analyze test data at the end of a 
period or at the end of a series of periods (e.g., every 24 hours) 
to determine if there is a statistically significant result, e.g., a 
measurement or a difference between the results of certain 
combinations of components. A user may establish a level of 
significance that on which to base the analysis (such as 95%, 
90%, etc.). 
0091 An advertiser may have the test automatically 
stopped once a statistically significant result is found. "Stop 
ping a test, may mean that once statistical significance is 
found, the only version or versions that will continue to be 
shown is the one that has the best performance metric. A 
performance metric may be defined by the advertiser, for 
example click-through rate or conversion rate. Variable com 
binations known to be less effective will cease to be shown to 
viewers. In one embodiment, at this point, the advertiser may 
decide what to do: for example, continue to let the winning 
version run or start another test or some other action. 

0092. A user may choose to stop a test based on a date, 
time, time elapsed, or other time-based criteria. For example, 
in the case that an advertiser has an offer running for a limited 
time, and wants to know results prior to that date, the adver 
tiser can select the end date, and when that date is reached, a 
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process may analyze the results so far, and automatically 
show only the best performing version. 
0093. A user may choose to stop a test based on a quantity 
of events, such as number of impressions, a number of clicks, 
etc. A user may choose to stop a test based on the number of 
impressions (e.g., views) or clicks (e.g., actions). When that 
number or level has been counted, the server may determine 
the best performing version and automatically show only that 
version. 

0094. Such rules can be “stacked” in any order. For 
example, the advertiser can specify: 

0.095 First look for statistical significance; if that is 
found, stop the test 

0096. Then look for end date; if that is found, stop the 
test 

0097. Then look for maximum impressions allowed; if 
that is found, stop the test Other stackings or combina 
tions of rules may be used. A notification system may in 
one embodimentalert users by for example e-mail about 
the status of the tests. 

0098. Flowcharts of Some Embodiments 
0099 FIG. 2 is a flowchart describing a method according 

to one embodiment of the present invention. The operations in 
FIG. 2 may be performed, for example, by the components 
discussed above, but may be performed by other devices and 
systems, having other structures. 
0100. In operation 500, a viewer may access a website 
using, for example, a browser on a terminal Such as a personal 
computer. The website may be provided by a web server. The 
browser may request content such as graphics, code (e.g., a 
script). and other content from the server. In operation 510 the 
web server may provide the content to the viewers computer. 
0101 The content may include a section for advertise 
ments (e.g., banner advertisements), messages, announce 
ments, or other viewer information and in operation 520 the 
code operating the web site, on the viewer's terminal, may 
request such messages or advertisements from, for example, 
and advertisement server. The advertisement server may pro 
vide content such as graphics, code (e.g., a script), and other 
content which, when executed and displayed by the viewers 
terminal creates a visual and/or audio and/or video advertise 
ment shown on the viewers computer. 
0102. In operation 530, the message such as an advertise 
ment, which may be considered a client, may request content 
from a server Such as an advertisement creation server. Such 
requested content may include, for example, advertisement 
components. 
0103) In operation 540, the message such as an advertise 
ment creation server may receive the request. The request 
may be for example a standard HTTP request. In alternate 
embodiments an advertisement ID and possibly authentica 
tion information may be sent. The request may include viewer 
identification information or geographic identification infor 
mation. Such information may be provided, for example, by a 
viewer terminals Internet protocol address, by information 
stored in a cookie on a viewer's terminal, by information 
communicated from the viewer to the advertisement, or via 
other methods. 

0104. In operation 550, a server such as the advertisement 
creation server may determine, based on the request, which 
message, advertisement or advertising campaign is request 
ing the advertisement components. The server may determine 
which rules are relevant to the advertisement based, for 
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example, on an advertisement identification. Rules need not 
be used to determine which variables or components to send. 
0105. In operation 560, a server such as the advertisement 
creation server, for example using a rules engine or rules 
processor, may apply rules relevant to the message or adver 
tisement and select certain advertisement components to 
include in the advertisement based on the rules. The rules may 
require input such as data stored in a database at the server 
(e.g., the date, the number of times a certain component has 
been used) or data that may have to be queried from another 
entity. Certain rules may decide which of other rules to apply. 
0106 Information about the viewer, such as a viewer iden 
tification or account number, a viewer geographic location, a 
viewer's past history (e.g., purchase history provided by a 
cookie or for example provided by a second server Such as an 
advertisement server) may be a parameter input to a rule. 
0107. In operation 570, the advertisement creation server 
may transmit the advertisement components to the advertise 
ment. 

0108. In some embodiments, the advertisement and the 
components of the advertisement may be provided by the 
same server, or other operations that are described as being 
performed by separate units may be performed by the same 
SeVe. 

0109. In operation 580, the advertisement may use the 
transmitted components, possibly in combination with inter 
nal data, to create and display an advertisement on the web 
site. In one embodiment, the advertisement components are 
inserted in the relevant portions within the advertisement, or 
“plugged in, and displayed to the viewer within the website 
displaying the advertisement. For example, the advertisement 
may include code or a script that may when executed cause 
the display of graphics and text, and possibly audio and video, 
where some of the items displayed are the components trans 
mitted from a remote server. The advertisement itself may 
assemble a complete visual and/or audio/video presentation 
to the viewer, based on variables or components received 
from a server and possibly based on default information con 
tained within the advertisement. In one embodiment, the 
advertisement itself is not complete until a server presents it 
with variables or components. 
0110. An advertisement may include default or place 
holder components, to be displayed if no components are 
received, or Successfully received, for certain portions. Each 
component may be labeled with a position or portion infor 
mation, or information allowing the advertisement to deter 
mine a portion. 
0111. In operation 590, in some embodiments, the adver 
tisement may provide feedback to for example the advertise 
ment server or advertisement creation server, Such as for 
example if the user clicked on the advertisement or purchased 
a product based on the advertisement. In other embodiments, 
the advertisement may collect data from a user directly, with 
out redirection to an advertiser's website, and this data may be 
reported as feedback. 
0112. Other operations or series of operations may be 
used. FIG. 3 is a flowchart describing a method according to 
one embodiment of the present invention. The operations in 
FIG.3 may be performed, for example, by the components 
discussed above, but may be performed by other devices and 
systems, having other structures. 
0113. In operation 600, a message such as an advertise 
ment (e.g., a banner advertisement) may request from a server 
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Such as an advertisement creation server a set of variables 
Such as advertisement components. The message may be 
considered a client. 
0114. In operation 610, the server may decide which vari 
ables or components such as advertisement components 
should be provided. In one embodiment, the server may scroll 
through all possible (or desirable) combinations of advertise 
ment components, and each additional request from an adver 
tisement may result in a decision to provide the “next set of 
components. Information on the last set of components deliv 
ered may be stored. It may be desirable to ensure that, among 
a large number of advertisements requesting components for 
a particular advertising campaign, the different combinations 
of components are evenly distributed. In other embodiments, 
the server may provide the components randomly. Other 
methods of providing the components may be used. 
0115. In operation 620, the message or advertisement may 
be displayed, for example on a viewer terminal. 
0116. In operation 630, the advertisement may provide 
information or feedback to the server. In operation 640, the 
feedback or information may be recorded by the server, for 
example in a database. 
0117. In operation 650, the results of the test may be used 
to produce an advertisement campaign. For example, after a 
testing period, an advertising campaign period may begin, 
where the most successful or best combination(s) of variables 
may be served to advertisements. 
0118. Other operations or series of operations may be 
used. 
0119 FIG. 4 is a flowchart describing a method according 

to one embodiment of the present invention. 
0120 In operation 700, a message such as an advertise 
ment may request from a server Such as an advertisement 
creation server a set of variables Such as advertisement com 
ponents. 
0121. In operation 710, the server may provide the com 
ponents to the advertisement. 
0122. In operation 720, a viewer may indicate (e.g., by 
clicking using a pointing device Such as a mouse, or by using 
a keyboard) that the viewer should be redirected to a landing 
page. For example the viewer clicks on an advertisement 
requesting that the viewers web page display the landing 
page associated with the advertisement. 
0123. In operation 730, the viewer's terminal or internet 
browser may be redirected to the landing page. 
0124. In operation 740, the landing page may request com 
ponents, such as advertisement components, from a server. 
0.125. In operation 750, the server may serve variables or 
components to the landing page. For example, advertisement 
components that are equivalent to or analogues of those 
served in operation 710 may be provided to the landing page. 
Different numbers of components may be provided in opera 
tion 750 as compared with operation 710. 
0126. In operation 760, the landing page, possibly using 
structures, code, or methods similar to those used by the 
advertisement, may display the components to the viewer. 
0127. Other operations or series of operations may be 
used. 
0128. In some embodiments, the code or script that is 
included within an advertisement may execute to perform 
functions such as, for example, interacting with a viewer. For 
example, when advertisement code is executed by a viewer 
terminal, the advertisement may allow a viewer to enter 
viewerinformation, Such as identification information (e.g., a 
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name, an e-mail address, etc.), product request information, 
or other information. In some embodiments, the advertise 
ment may respond to the viewer without consulting or 
requesting information from a separate server, and without 
redirection to a separate website. The advertisement server 
may report information to, for example, the advertiser, the 
advertisement server, the advertisement creation server, or 
another entity. 
0129. In some embodiments, if the same viewer accesses 
or views the same advertisement, each viewing will result in 
a different set of advertisement components, and thus a dif 
ferent advertisement. A viewer may be identified, as dis 
cussed, by for example a cookie or other data item stored on 
a viewer terminal, or another identification. 
0.130. A viewer may be shown an initial message that will 
be displayed at the time of the first impression (or first few 
impressions), and a new message may be displayed on fol 
lowing impressions, possibly only if the viewer indicates 
(e.g., clicks), but does not convert. Such functionality may be 
provided for example by rules taking input and serving com 
ponents, rather than for example by whole compiled adver 
tisements or static and unchangeable advertisements or mes 
Sages being sent. 
I0131 The code or script operating an advertisement may 
periodically, or in response to an event, update the advertise 
ment display by, for example requesting updated information 
from a server such as server 100. 
0.132. It will be appreciated by persons skilled in the art 
that the present invention is not limited to what has been 
particularly shown and described hereinabove. Rather the 
Scope of the present invention is defined only by the claims, 
which follow: 

1. A method comprising: 
(a) providing an advertisement at a client; 
(b) redirecting, by the advertisement responsive to activa 

tion of the advertisement, the client to load a landing 
page, the landing page comprising executable code: 

(c) requesting, by the executable code, a plurality of page 
components from at least one server for assembly into 
the landing page, the requested plurality of page com 
ponents comprising a Subset of page components avail 
able at the at least one server; and 

(d) assembling, by the executable code at the client, the 
plurality of page components received from the at least 
one server, into the landing page. 

2. The method of claim of 1, wherein (a) further comprises 
identifying a plurality of advertisement components for 
assembly into the advertisement. 

3. The method of claim of2, further comprising identifying 
the plurality of advertisement components based on one or 
more of a date, time, season, weather, identification of a user, 
a geographical location of the client or a language setting of 
the client. 

4. The method of claim of2, further comprising identifying 
the plurality of advertisement components based on at least 
one rule assigned to the advertisement. 

5. The method of claim of 1, wherein (a) comprises sending 
a request from the client to the at least one server for a 
plurality of advertisement components, the plurality of adver 
tisement components for assembly into the advertisement. 

6. The method of claim of 1, further comprising sending, 
by the advertisement to the landing page, customized data 
that has been displayed on the advertisement. 
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7. The method of claim of 1, further comprising displaying, 
by the landing page, customized data that has been displayed 
on the advertisement. 

8. The method of claim of 2, further comprising sending 
information about the identification of the plurality of adver 
tisement components to the landing page. 

9. The method of claim of 8, further comprising identifying 
the plurality of page components based on the information 
about the identification of the plurality of advertisement com 
ponents. 

10. The method of claim of 1, further comprising identify 
ing the plurality of page components based on application of 
one or more rules at the at least one server. 

11. A system comprising: 
a client provided with an advertisement, the advertisement 

configured to redirect the client to load a landing page 
responsive to activation of the advertisement; and 

executable code of the landing page configured to execute 
on the client, the executable code further configured to: 
request a plurality of page components from at least one 

server for assembly into the landing page, the 
requested plurality of page components comprising a 
Subset of available page components at the at least one 
server, and 

assemble the plurality of page components received 
from the at least one server, into the landing page at 
the client. 

12. The system of claim of 11, wherein the client is pro 
vided with the advertisement, the advertisement configured to 
identify a plurality of advertisement components for assem 
bly into the advertisement. 
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13. The system of claim of 12, wherein the advertisement is 
configured to identify the plurality of advertisement compo 
nents based on one or more of a date, time, season, weather, 
identification of a user, a geographical location of the clientor 
a language setting of the client. 

14. The system of claim of 12, wherein the advertisement is 
configured to the plurality of advertisement components 
based on at least one rule assigned to the advertisement. 

15. The system of claim of 11, wherein client is provided 
with the advertisement, the advertisement configured to send 
a request from the client to the at least one server for a 
plurality of advertisement components, the plurality of adver 
tisement components for assembly into the advertisement. 

16. The system of claim of 11, wherein the executable code 
is configured to receive from the advertisement customized 
data that has been displayed on the advertisement. 

17. The system of claim of 11, wherein the executable code 
is configured to initiate, on the landing page, a display of 
customized data that has been displayed on the advertise 
ment. 

18. The system of claim of 12, wherein the executable code 
is configured to receive from the advertisement information 
about the identification of the plurality of advertisement com 
ponents to the landing page. 

19. The system of claim of 18, wherein the executable code 
is configured to identify the plurality of page components 
based on the information about the identification of the plu 
rality of advertisement components. 

20. The system of claim of 11, wherein the plurality of page 
components is identified based on application of one or more 
rules at the at least one server. 
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